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Abstract
Ventricular tachycardia is a frequent cause of mortality after myocardial infarction. Current
treatment includes the implantation of cardioverter defibrillators and adjunctive therapies such
as catheter ablation or cardiac surgery. In patients where standard treatment fails, preclinical
data showed that radiosurgery ablation of the ectopic substrate might be a viable option. Authors
present a case report of cardiac radiosurgery in a patient with malignant ventricular tachycardia.
Stereotactic radiosurgery system CyberKnife was used; the applied dose was 25 Gy in one
fraction. Within the follow-up period of 120 days, no signs of toxicity were noted no episode of
malignant arrhythmia has been detected. This case report demonstrates that stereotactic
radiosurgery of recurrent ventricular tachycardia after inefficient catheter ablation might be a
viable option for patients unsuitable for cardiosurgical intervention. Further research on this
topic is highly warranted.
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Introduction
Ventricular tachycardia (VT) is a re-entrant rhythm that causes significant morbidity and
mortality after myocardial infarction or other cardiac disease [1]. Implantable cardioverter
defibrillators (ICDs) offer excellent protection from sudden death; however, adjunctive therapies
are often necessary to reduce shocks in ICD recipients [2]. Catheter ablation is often used as
primary therapy with success rate in the range of 53 – 67 per cent [3]. There are a big variety of
reentrant circuits, involving subepicardial, subendocardial and intramural reentry pathways [4],
so radiofrequency (RF) ablation is not always successful and new approaches are highly
warranted. One of the possible solutions is the use of high-energy photons [5].

Extracranial stereotactic ablative radiotherapy with robotic linear accelerator CyberKnife has
demonstrated high precision in the dose delivery with low toxicity profile [6]. Moreover, the so-
called “functional radiosurgery” (radiosurgery ablation of specific functional areas) is widely
used in the brain and its high efficacy has been proven [7]. These data make a good theoretical
basis for the expansion of functional radiosurgery beyond traditional indications, e.g. trigeminal
neuralgia. Previous pre-clinical studies have documented the feasibility of this approach [5].  
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In our case report study, we describe methodology, toxicity and results of radiosurgery ablation
for patient with malignant arrhythmia.

Case Presentation
Patient history
A 72-old female with recurrent ventricular tachycardia and recurrent arrhythmic storm had been
treated for more than 10 years for dilated cardiomyopathy with ejection fraction of left ventricle
of 25% and mitral regurgitation grade III/IV. After the episode of syncope, the ICD-Cardiac
Resynchronization Therapy (ICD-CRT) was implanted in January 2013. She was treated with
beta-blockers in maximal, well-tolerated dose (Amiodarone was contraindicated due to long QT-
interval).  Her coronary arteries showed only mild coronary stenosis. ECG monitoring reported
very frequent ventricular extrasystoles. During repeated electrophysiology studies VT of the
same morphology was induced in the form of spontaneous premature ventricular complexes
(PVCs). Catheter RF ablations (both endocardial and epicardial) were ineffective due to excessive
thickness of the myocardium. Because of repetitive arrhythmic storms, other treatment options
were evaluated. She was not a candidate for cardiac surgery due to severe comorbidity such as
systemic hypertension, paroxysmal atrial fibrillation, diabetes mellitus, chronic pulmonary
obstruction disease and chronic renal dysfunction. As all standard treatment options were
exhausted, she became a candidate for stereotactic radiosurgery.

The treatment was approved by local IRB and Ethics Commission, patient signed the informed
consent.

Stereotactic radiosurgery ablation
Arrhythmogenic ectopic substrate localization was based on two electrophysiology (EP) studies
using electroanatomic mapping system (CARTO, Biosense-Webster, Israel). The first EP study
was endocardial in the left ventricle (transseptal access); the second EP study was combined
endo- and epicardial mapping (epicardial mapping through dry pericardiocenthesis with added
subxiphoidal access). The source of arrhythmia was localized at the base of lateral wall of left
ventricle. Electroanatomic maps of CARTO were registered with diagnostic CT scans.
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FIGURE 1: Image registration of CARTO and CT with the localization of the ectopic substrate

Clinical target volume (CTV) included ectopic lesion (the source of arrhythmia) during systole
and diastole (internal target volume, ITV); no additional margin for planning target volume
(PTV) was added because of high conformity index (1,27) and low average correlation error.
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FIGURE 2: Isodose plan and dose-volume histogram

LV electrode of the stimulation system in the lateral branch of coronary sinus was used as
fiducial marker for respiratory tracking method (Synchrony). (See Figure 3 for reference.)

FIGURE 3: LV electrode of the stimulation system used as fiducial marker for real-time
tracking

The motion of the target was controlled with Synchrony system that allows real-time tracking.
Position of implanted fiducial was extracted from the treatment X-ray images and correlated with
the breathing light signal from external markers on the patient’s chest. The correlation model
was made before the start of the treatment, updated after each x-ray acquisition and adapted
continuously during the radiosurgery treatment.

Multiplan treatment planning system version 3.5 with sequentional optimization and CyberKnife
radiosurgery system version 8.5 were used (both Accuray Inc. Sunnyvale, CA). The prescribed
dose was 25 Gy in one fraction. Metal deletion technique (MDT) was used for the evaluation how
artifacts from leads affect the dose distribution; the difference was lower than 1%. Monte Carlo
dose calculation was used for evaluation close proximity to lung tissues effected dose the
distribution and difference was lower than 3%.

Continual monitoring was performed under the auspices of cardiologists.

Results
Precision reached
105 beams and 56 nodes were used. Dosimetric parameters were as follows: conformity
index 1.27, new conformity index 1.3, coverage 97 per cent and homogeneity index 1.22.
Median dose was 27.6 Gy (range 24.2-30.5 Gy); prescribed isodose line was 82%. Treatment
time was 114 minutes. Nine correlation models had to be created, median one per 12
minutes (range 2-15 min), to reach precision better than 3 mm (average correlation error 1,1
mm).
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Electrophysiology monitoring
After the end of session, the ECG analysis according to ICD memory was performed and no
ventricular tachycardia was found. Ten days after the radiosurgery session the number of
PVCs decreased from 9-10% to 1-3% and non-sustained ventricle tachycardias (nsVT)
diminished as documented in ECG monitoring during hospitalization and during repetitive
ambulatory ECG Holter monitoring.

FIGURE 4: ECG before the treatment (left), two weeks (middle) and two months (right)
posttreatment

In the subsequent follow-up of 120 days, no episode of malignant arrhythmia has been detected
by ICD.

Toxicity
Ten days post treatment, only minimal elevation of troponin T serum level was detected
(0.024-0.033). After 6 weeks no complications or side effect were found, there were no signs
of radiation pneumonitis as well as no pericardial effusion.

Discussion
Malignant ventricular arrhythmia is a life-threatening condition [1] and the implantation of ICD
is definitely a life-saving procedure. However, quality of life is not always ideal in these patients
[2] and other therapeutic procedures are necessary such as pharmacotherapy and catheter
ablation. Catheter ablation based on electrophysiology monitoring is successful in approximately
50% of patients; improvement at the level of 25% might be reached with the addition of
epicardial catheter [9]. Failure of this approach makes an indication for cardiac surgery [10], but
not all patients can be operated due to comorbidities. For this subgroup of patients, no further
treatment option has been available. Functional radiosurgery with high-energy photons was
tested in an experimental study, with encouraging results [5]. Since heart is moving
continuously and thoracic anatomy is very complex, the treatment system must be very precise
and able to track moving targets. CyberKnife radiosurgery system with its capability for motion
tracking seems ideal for this purpose [11].       

Most important step in the treatment planning is the identification of the ectopic substrate.
Unfortunately, our system does not allow direct registration of pictures from electroanatomical
mapping (CARTO) and computed tomography. So the target was localized with indirect
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comparison of relative distances, with electrode of the stimulation system as the orientation
point. This workflow is very time-consuming and prone to errors so direct registration of the
above-mentioned imaging methods with the ability to contour precisely the ablation volumes
would be extremely helpful.

The patient was treated with respiratory tracking system (Synchrony) for maximum organ
sparing. We used stimulating electrode as a fiducial marker, which proved suitable, but cannot
serve as universal solution. More sophisticated alternative is the implantation of a classical
fiducial markers (gold seeds) to the myocardium. This procedure requires training and some
experience, since in heavily pre-treated patients every additional invasive procedure might be
risky. To assure precision better than 3 mm, nine correlation models had to be created, which is
quite a high number. This was due to very irregular breathing pattern in a seriously ill patient.
For maximum conformity, sequential optimization planning was used and the difference
between CTV and ITV made only 14 percent. Better conformity could be reached using ECG-
gating; this might be necessary in patients that have normal heart movements so the target
moves much more than in our patient that suffered from cardiomyopathy. 

Dose prescription is an important aspect of radiosurgery. The dose of 25 Grays was adopted from
the first human case report by Lo et al. [8]; this dose was considered safe and safety was our
highest priority. Dose escalation above 25 Gy (30 Gy or more) lead to scar formation so the
treatment might be more effective, as reported by Blanck et al. [12]. All in all, the dose issue is
one of the most interesting points in cardiac radiosurgery; we believe that our paper speeds up
the discussion and move this extremely promising area of functional radiosurgery a step forward.

The goal of the treatment is full elimination of malignant arrhythmia. In our case, ten days after
radiosurgery session the number of PVCs decreased from 9-10% to 1-3% and non-sustained
ventricular tachycardias (nsVT) diminished as documented by ECG monitoring during a hospital
stay and then with subsequent repetitive ambulatory ECG Holter monitoring. Moreover, no
episode of malignant arrhythmia has been detected by ICD during the four-month posttreatment
monitoring. In general, our results are in accordance with Lo et al., who reported significant
reduction in non-supraventricular tachycardia (NSVT) episodes after radiosurgical ablation,
possible reduction in total treated VT/VF episodes, no shocks delivered to treat VT/VF episodes
and improvement of patient´s quality of life [8].

Ten days after the therapy only minimal rise of troponin T serum level was detected (0.024-
0.033). No other toxicity was found. After 6 weeks, systolic function of LV has improved. This
confirms the low toxicity profile that was published previously [8]; neither cardiac nor pulmonary
complications were reported. Obviously, these data only create hypotheses and must be
confirmed in a properly designed Phase I clinical trial. The safety goal of stereotactic
radiosurgery might be to have lower complication rate than the one of epicardial ablation. In
study reported by Sacher et al., epicardial ablation was necessary in 121 of 913 ablative
procedures for VT (13%); acute and delayed major complications were reported in 5 and 2 per
cent of patients, respectively [9]. 

Conclusions
Stereotactic radiosurgery of recurrent ventricular tachycardia after inefficient catheter ablation
seems a viable option for patients unsuitable for cardiosurgical intervention. 

Additional Information
Disclosures
Human subjects: Local IRB and Ethics Commission issued approval. No conflict of interest
disclosures were provided.
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